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Effects of electron temperature fluctuation on measurement of other fluctuations by using of Langmuir probe
is investigated in PANTA plasma with finite temperature gradient, where significant electron temperature fluctua-
tions are observed. The temperature fluctuation and its effects are evaluated from spatiotemporal structures of ion
saturation current and floating potential, derived by conditional sampling/averaging technique. It is found that
electron density fluctuation is in phase with ion saturation current fluctuation, but plasma potential fluctuation is
anti-phase with the floating potential fluctuation.
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In magnetized plasma, plasma turbulence is believed
to induce large particle, momentum and energy transports.
Generally, high temporal resolution is required for turbu-
lence measurements. Langmuir probe is frequently used
to measure plasma turbulence and turbulence-driven trans-
ports in fundamental plasmas and the SOL and edge region
of fusion plasma [1,2]. The ion saturation current (Iis) mea-
surement and the floating potential (Vf) measurement are
known to have relatively high time resolution. The Iis and
Vf are related to plasma potential (Vp) and electron density
(ne), respectively, which are important in the evaluation
of turbulence fluctuation characteristics and turbulence-
driven transport. The relationship between them is as fol-
lows [3];
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where t is time, e is elementary charge, S is probe sur-
face area, Te is electron temperature, and mi is ion mass.
α is given as α = 1
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and me is electron mass.

Evaluations of both of electron density fluctuation ñe and
plasma potential fluctuation Ṽp are affected by electron
temperature fluctuation T̃e, where Ã denotes fluctuation
component of A. When the temperature gradient is smaller
than the density gradient and drift waves are considered,
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the temperature gradient and temperature fluctuations can
be neglected without changing the results [4], so they are
rarely treated explicitly. However, even in the drift waves,
T̃e are excited when the temperature gradient becomes
large. In recent experiments with higher injection power
on PANTA, the temperature gradient is formed and finite
T̃e is observed [5]. Therefore, in this case, the T̃e can affect
to evaluations of ñe and Ṽp. This paper reports the effects
of T̃e on the fluctuation measurements by Langmuir probe.

We have measured the temperature fluctuation of
plasma in a linear device, PANTA [6]. A homogeneous
axial magnetic field of B = 0.13 T is excited by 17 pairs of
Helmholtz coils. Argon plasma with a radius of 50 mm is
generated by RF (7 MHz) source in 0.5 Pa of neutral gas
pressure. The injected RF power of 6 kW is twice that
of typical discharge on PANTA [6]. In this case, not only
density gradient but also electron temperature gradient are
formed [5]. Double probe measurement was carried out by
using a radially movable probe array at 1625 mm from the
RF source in shot-by-shot manners. A bias voltage of the
double probe was swept at a frequency of 100 Hz. The
ratio of the gradient lengths was ∂rTe/Te

∂rne/ne
∼ 0.5, where the

drift wave can be destabilized and excited not only ne but
also Te. Focusing on a drift wave like fluctuation with az-
imuthal mode number m = 4, we can evaluate the T̃e and Ĩis

from the double probe by using conditional sampling tech-
nique [5]. The Iis,ref signal measured by one of the probe
tips of a 64-channel azimuthal probe array which is located
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Fig. 1 The spatiotemporal evolution of the normalized fluctua-
tions of (a) Ĩis/Iis, (b) ñe/ne, (c) eṼf/Te and (d) eṼp/Te.

250 mm downstream from the double probe is utilized as a
reference signal for conditional sampling [7]. The Ṽf was
also measured by one of the probe tips of the radial mov-
able probe array in the other discharges. Since we used the
same reference signal Iis,ref for the double probe measure-
ment and the Ṽf measurement, we can evaluate the spa-
tiotemporal structure of the Ṽf at the same time and the
same position as that of the T̃e and Ĩis [8]. Then, the ñe and
Ṽp were calculated from the Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

The spatiotemporal structures of the drift wave like
fluctuation are shown in Fig. 1. All of the normalized fluc-
tuations are peaked around r= 40 mm, where the steep den-
sity gradient is formed. Conventionally, fluctuation driven
transport are estimated by using the Ĩis and Ṽf instead of ñe

and Ṽp, respectively. However, the phase relation between
Ĩis and Ṽf can be changed from that between ñe and Ṽs if
the T̃e is significant. Indeed, in the experiment, contrary
to the typical basic plasma, finite T̃e/Te = 0.1 is observed
and seems to affect phase and amplitude of Ṽp as shown in
Figs. 1 (c) and (d).

In order to check the T̃e effects on the phase relation,
the temporal evolution of the normalized fluctuations at
r = 40 mm is displayed in Figs. 2 (a) and (b). The nor-
malized density fluctuation ñe/ne has the same phase and
amplitude as the normalized ion saturation current fluctu-
ation Ĩis/Iis. Figure 2 (c) shows the radial profile of the
phase difference δIis,ne between the fundamental modes of
the ñe and Ĩis, which is evaluated by cross-spectrum anal-
ysis. The δIis,ne is almost 0 at any radial position in the
region of r ≥ 20 mm. Hence, the T̃e effect on ñe evaluation
is negligible, and thus the Ĩis can be interpreted as the ñe.
While the T̃e effect on Ṽp measurement is larger than that
on ñe measurement. Concerning the Eq. (2), T̃e affects to
the Ṽp measurement by factor α ∼ 5.2 for argon plasma. In
this case, the amplitude of T̃e is ∼ 0.2 eV and the effective
voltage αT̃e/e is ∼ 1V. Since the order of magnitude of Ṽf

is ∼ 1V, the T̃e can significantly affect to the Vp evaluation
(i.e. Ṽf � Ṽp). The Ṽp is anti-phase with the Ṽf as shown

Fig. 2 Waveforms of the normalized fluctuations of (a) Ĩis, ñe,
(b) T̃e, Ṽf , and Vp at r = 40 mm. (c) Radial profiles of
phase differences δne ,Iis and δVp ,Vf .

in Figs. 2 (b). Radial profile of the phase difference δVf ,Vp

between the Ṽp and Ṽf are shown in Fig. 2 (a). In the re-
gion of r = 30 - 60 mm, the large δVf ,Vp exists with up to
|π|, which may cause that the direction of fluctuation driven
flux evaluated by Ṽf is reversed with respect to one evalu-
ated by Ṽp. Thus, contrary to the ñe measurement, the T̃e

effect on the Ṽp measurement is significant . Inward par-
ticle flux evaluated by floating potential was observed in
some laboratory plasmas [8–10]. As mentioned above, the
presence of temperature fluctuations may result in large er-
rors in the particle flux evaluation, so it is probably better
to check for temperature fluctuation. In order to evaluate
fluctuation driven transport more precisely, direct plasma
potential measurement, such as emissive probe and ball-
pen probe is desirable and will be performed in PANTA.

In summary, we evaluated the effect of electron tem-
perature fluctuation on measurement of density and plasma
potential fluctuations. In PANTA plasma with a finite elec-
tron temperature gradient, the electron temperature fluctu-
ation is excited, and it affects on the plasma potential fluc-
tuation measurement and evaluation of fluctuation driven
transport.
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